Dear all,
It gives us immense pleasure to present
to you Yuvardha V, the fifth edition of
the biennial sports fest of the National
Law University, Jodhpur. After
successfully hosting four editions of
Yuvardha, we invite you to be a part of
its fifth edition, a four-day sporting
extravaganza which promises to be
throbbing with energy and activity. We
have decided to hold Yuvardha from
21st – 24th September, 2017 in the
upcoming fall semester.

ABOUT NATIONAL LAW
UNIVERSITY, JODHPUR
National Law University-Jodhpur
(NLUJ) is one of India’s leading Law
Schools situated on the outskirts of the
vibrant and colourful city of Jodhpur,
Rajasthan. Being ranked as one of the
top law schools in India, NLU Jodhpur
stands out in many aspects, some
being infrastructure, academics, and
culture. It has a beautiful and vibrant
55-acre campus which includes an
Academic Block, an Administrative
Block, a Library, a Convention Centre,
a Cricket Ground, a Football Field, a
Tennis Court and a Badminton Court.

Why Yuvardha?
UNPARALLELED SPORTING EXPERIENCE
One of the most awaited inter-college
events, Yuvardha epitomizes vibrancy and
energy like no other fest. The fourth edition
saw a participation of over 700 students
from law schools across the country.
Professionalism, transparency and fair play
are embodied in the spirit of Yuvardha. We
ensure that there are ample referees, visible
scoreboards, no host student keeping time in
a home game or taking part in refereeing,
time keeping or any other incidental
activity which may have a bearing on
fairness, in the host team’s match, amongst
other measures.
The main highlight of the fest is that no first
round matchup is an elimination round.

HOSPITALITY AND SOCIALS
PADHARO MHARE DES! Prepare to be truly
treated royally upon your arrival in the Land
of the Kings. In keeping with Rajasthani
tradition, we take pride in going the extra
mile to make you feel welcome to a region
famous for its chivalry, etiquette and
hospitality. A personal contingent in-charge
shall be appointed exclusively for you for any
and all your needs during your stay in
Jodhpur.
Engrossing opening and closing ceremonies,
interaction with a renowned sportsperson,
amongst other exciting happenings every
day of the fest.

THE CITY OF JODHPUR
Explore the by lanes of the labyrinthine Old
City and the stepwells, under the imposing
façade of the Mehrangarh Fort and revel in
the sights, sounds and colours the city of
Jodhpur is famous for.
Fly high over the battlements and
crenellations of the Mehrangarh Fort with
the flying fox. It is a unique and exhilarating
experience between hill forts and ridge tops,
with zip lines gliding over Rajasthan's Blue
City.
Experience the food that Jodhpur is famous
for the piping hot mirchi vadas, Michael
Baba Omelets (rumored to have been eaten
by Christopher Nolan) and Mishrilal’s
makhaniya lassi to name a few.

Drive down to Fort Chanwa located in the
secluded town of Luni, only an hour away
from Jodhpur. It is owned and managed by
the Royal Family of Jodhpur. Alternatively,
you can make the longer journey to the 400
year old Fort Khejaria, a heritage property
with mesmerizing architecture, two hours
away.
Visit the historical town of Mandore,
believed to be the town where Ravana’s wife
Mandodari hailed from, and see the
intricately carved chattriyan and the shrine
of 33 crore gods.
Plan a getaway to see the Bullet Baba in
Pali, the only temple in India where a Royal
Enfield Bullet motorcycle is worshipped, or
head to Osiyan to experience the dunes of
the Thar.

List of Events
FORMAL EVENTS
BASKETBALL
THROWBALL (Women Only)
BADMINTON
CARROM (Mixed Teams Allowed)
CRICKET (Men Only)
VOLLEYBALL
TENNIS
ATHLETICS - 100M, 200M, 400M, 4X100M
RELAY, 1500M,
LONG JUMP,
TRIPLE JUMP,
SHOTPUT
DAUD-E-YUVARDHA (a marathon style
event in the desert landscape).
FOOTBALL
SEPAK TAKRAW (Men Only)
TABLE TENNIS
CHESS (Mixed Teams Allowed)

INFORMAL EVENTS
ARM-WRESTLING
3 POINT SHOOTOUT
POOL
PUSH UPS
SKIPPING
GULLY CRICKET (Mixed Team – 6 in a Team
with 3 Men and 3 Women)
TUG OF WAR
COUNTER STRIKE
FIFA

THE YUVARDHA SPORTS LAW ESSAY
COMPETITION

RSVP

Please e-mail us at
yuvardha2017@gmail.com indicating
the following:
Acknowledgment of receipt of this
pre-invite stating that you are the
relevant authority or individual for
co-ordinating participation in sports
fests from your University. In the
alternative, please provide us the
contact details of the relevant
authority or individual;
A tentative confirmation of your
attendance during the fest and a
tentative number of participants.
Any other queries or suggestions
that you might have at this stage.
We will be sending a formal invite
shortly, whereby each participating
college will have to submit the
relevant registration details. Until
then, keep calm and train hard.

Contact Us
Convenor
Amrita Shivaprasad
+917259104291
Co-Convenor
Gaurav Sharma
+919784444295
Advisors
N Sai Kaushal
+918939345678
Zubin Pereira
+918875803503
Facebook: facebook.com/Yuvardha/
Instagram: instagram.com/yuvardha2017/

